Aerobic life is based on a molecular machinery that utilizes oxygen as a terminal electron sink. The membrane-bound cytochrome c oxidase (CcO) catalyzes the reduction of oxygen to water in mitochondria and many bacteria. The energy released in this reaction is conserved by pumping protons across the mitochondrial or bacterial membrane, creating an electrochemical proton gradient that drives production of ATP. A crucial question is how the protons pumped by CcO are prevented from flowing backwards during the process. Here, we show by molecular dynamics simulations that the conserved glutamic acid 242 near the active site of CcO undergoes a protonation state-dependent conformational change, which provides a valve in the pumping mechanism. The valve ensures that at any point in time, the proton pathway across the membrane is effectively discontinuous, thereby preventing thermodynamically favorable proton back-leakage while maintaining an overall high efficiency of proton translocation. Suppression of proton leakage is particularly important in mitochondria under physiological conditions, where production of ATP takes place in the presence of a high electrochemical proton gradient.
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cell respiration ͉ gating mechanism ͉ proton leak ͉ proton translocation C ytochrome c oxidase drives the aerobic electron transport chain. It receives electrons from cytochrome c and transfers them through a sequence of metal centers to molecular oxygen. For each electron transferred, two protons are taken up from the negatively charged N-side of the membrane. One proton is pumped across the membrane to the positively charged P-side, and the other ''chemical'' proton is transferred to the oxygen intermediate to form the equivalent of water (Fig. 1a) . Proton (and electron) translocation generates an electrochemical gradient that is used to drive the synthesis of ATP (1) (2) (3) .
The bimetallic Cu A center is the first electron acceptor and passes electrons further to the low-spin heme a, from where they are transferred, one at a time, to the binuclear heme a 3 /Cu B site of O 2 binding (Fig. 1a) . Protons are taken up from the N-side by two proton-conducting routes, the D-and K-pathways (named after Asp-91 and Lys-319, § respectively). The former is used to conduct all of the pumped protons and two of the chemical protons; the latter is active only in the last steps of the catalytic cycle (4-6). The D-pathway leads to a conserved glutamic acid, Glu-242, located at approximately equal distances from the two heme groups (Fig. 1a) . Recent research has suggested that reduction of heme a is followed by proton donation from Glu-242 to an unknown proton-loading site (PLS), in conjunction with transfer of the electron to the binuclear site. Subsequently, this proton is ejected to the P-side of the membrane driven by uptake of a second proton that forms water at the binuclear site (7, 8) .
For proton translocation to occur, Glu-242 has been proposed to undergo a cyclic conformational isomerization (Fig. 1b ) (9) (10) (11) (12) . In the available x-ray structures, this residue points ''down'' toward the D-pathway ( Fig. 1) (13-16) , from which it can accept protons, but there is no obvious conduit for the proton to move further toward the P-side. The nonpolar cavity ''above''
Glu-242 appears empty in most x-ray structures but has been suggested to contain water molecules on the basis of computational studies (10, 11, 17) . The most recent structure of CcO from Rhodobacter sphaeroides (18) indeed shows one water molecule in this cavity. The proposed conformational switch to an up position (Fig. 1b) would allow Glu-242, via water molecules in the cavity, to donate protons both to the D-propionate group of heme a 3 , which is a likely transient acceptor of the proton to be pumped (13, 19 -21) , and to the binuclear center for consumption.
Proton transfer from Glu-242, either to the PLS or to the binuclear site, yields the anionic glutamate, which has been subject of some previous computational studies (9, 22, 23) . Olsson et al. (24) suggested that the Glu-242 anion cannot form for energetic reasons, but recent time-resolved FTIR data in a mutant enzyme demonstrated deprotonation and later reprotonation in the reaction sequence (25) . We therefore decided to analyze the dynamics of the anionic Glu-242, and to extend our initial analysis of the protonated form (12) .
Because the protons are actively pumped against the electrochemical gradient, it is not trivial mechanistically how they are prevented from leaking back. Control of such back-leaks have been discussed (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) , but definite answers are lacking. Here, we present molecular dynamics simulations, which suggest that the key role of Glu-242 in proton transfer includes a unique function as a ''valve'' that minimizes such back-leakage of protons.
Results
The structure of subunits I and II of the bovine heart enzyme (Protein Data Bank entry 1V54) (14) was used with four water molecules added into the nonpolar cavity above Glu-242 (see Models and Methods) and initially employing the Glu-242 anion. After minimization and equilibration, an unexpected behavior was encountered. After Ϸ2.3 ns the glutamate, originally positioned in an up position toward the nonpolar cavity, flipped down toward the D-pathway (the x-ray position) but brought with it all four water molecules from the cavity (data not shown).
Inspection of the 1V54 structure shows that there is, in fact, no protonic connection between the end of the D-pathway and Glu down . In contrast, the structure of the Rh. sphaeroides enzyme (18) has four water molecules in this domain, which provide a potential proton transfer path from the D-pathway to Glu-242. Thus, our initial approach remarkably ''corrected'' the deficiency of water molecules below Glu-242 in the 1V54 structure, bringing it at least transiently to the state observed for the Rh. sphaeroides enzyme. It is indeed known that molecular dynamics can accurately predict the position of water molecules inside of protein cavities that appear empty in x-ray structures (33) .
This behavior of the Glu-242 anion appears to be significant for function. When the nonpolar cavity was replenished with four water molecules (Fig. 1b) and the water molecules that had moved below Glu-242 were retained, such water transfer was no longer observed, and the dynamics of the glutamate anion were changed dramatically (see below). We conclude that simulations of the Glu-242 dynamics should be performed with water molecules in the cavities both above and below this residue. A hydrated state is particularly relevant in studies of the active enzyme, in which water is continuously produced. All further simulations were performed under such conditions. To assess possible effects of the redox states of heme a and the binuclear site, we performed the simulations in two conditions: either with heme a reduced and the binuclear site in the so-called P M state (ferryl heme a 3 , cupric Cu B , and Tyr-244 as the neutral radical) (34, 35) or with heme a oxidized with the binuclear site in the P R state (Tyr-244 as the tyrosinate; heme a 3 and Cu B being the same as in P M ) (36) .
With water both in the active-site cavity and in the narrow space above the D channel, the anionic Glu-242, initially positioned up toward the nonpolar cavity, now flipped to the down conformation remarkably fast, with a t 1/2 of Ϸ1 ps [0.54 Ϯ 0.18 (SD) ps; eight independent simulations], breaking the hydrogenbonded contact to the water molecules above it (Fig. 2a) . These simulations were continued up to 10 ns, but no return to the up conformation was observed during this time (Fig. 2b) . To test the hypothesis that the rapid down-flip is at least in part induced by electrostatics, we artificially switched off the charges of all heme propionate groups and found that the deprotonated Glu-242 remained in the up conformation for at least 500 ps. To explore whether protonation of the PLS above the hemes has an effect on the Glu-242 conformational equilibrium, we switched off the charges of only the D-or the A-propionate of heme a 3 . In both cases the down-flip was fast, suggesting that it is not prevented by a proton in the PLS. This result is important for pumping: If the Glu-242 anion remained in the up position for a prolonged time, back-transfer of the proton from the PLS would be possible, compromising the pump efficiency (see Discussion).
After reprotonation of Glu down

Ϫ
, an up-flip readily occurred, as described in ref. 12 . Fig. 3 shows the free energy profiles for Glu-242 isomerization for both the protonated and the deprotonated case (Upper), as well as 10-ns trajectories of the protonated form in both redox states, both of which demonstrate transitions between the up and down conformations (Lower). In the current simulations there is approximately an equal preference for the up and down conformations in the P M state, but in P R the down state is preferred by almost 2 kcal/mol (Fig. 3) . The standard errors were estimated as 0.5 and 0.85 kcal/mol, respectively. In contrast, the deprotonated Glu-242 strongly prefers the down conformation in both oxidation states; no case of switching back to the up configuration was sampled in simulations up to 10 ns (Fig. 2) . Based on this, and on the time of down-flip (Ϸ1 ps), we can give a lower boundary value of 10 4 (Ϸ5.5 kcal/mol) for the down/up equilibrium, which will be used in the analysis below.
Discussion
The conformational preference of the Glu-242 side chain depends on its charge state, the oxidation state of the enzyme, and the hydration states of the cavities above and below. While the up and down configurations of the protonated Glu-242 have approximately equal probabilities when heme a is reduced and the binuclear site is oxidized (P M state), moving the electron from heme a to the binuclear site to yield the P R state changed the distribution to an Ϸ20-fold preference of the down state. This finding may explain observations by infrared spectroscopy, where the characteristic absorption of the protonated Glu-242 near 1,740 cm Ϫ1 is shifted in a manner that depends on the redox state of heme a (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) . Fig. 4a shows a thermodynamic cycle of the conformational changes of Glu-242 in its protonated and deprotonated forms. By inserting boundary values of the equilibrium constants for rotational isomerization one obtains the ⌬pK a between the up and down conformations, suggesting a pK a of Glu up of Ϸ4 and Ϸ2.7 pK a units higher than that of Glu down in the P M and P R states, respectively. The pK a of Glu-242 has been estimated from kinetic experiments to be Ϸ9.5 (42), but FTIR data shows no deprotonation at pH 10 (37, 43), and electrostatics calculations suggest a much higher pK a , near 14 (29, (44) (45) (46) . We suggest that this difference is the result of an electrostatic interaction be- tween Glu-242 and the PLS, which may be absent in the kinetic experiments because of a protonated (neutral) state of the PLS. For the purpose of discussion, we assume that the pK a is near 9 for Glu down because assessment of the energetics of internal proton transfer between Glu-242 and the PLS requires the pK a values of each in the absence of mutual interaction. It follows that pK a for Glu up would be Ϸ13 (P M ) or Ϸ11.7 (P R ). If we instead had assumed pK ϭ 9 for Glu up , the pK a would be Ϸ5 in the down position prevalent in all crystal structures, which would be inconsistent with the observed hydrogen bonding (47) . The pK a of the PLS has been estimated to be Ϸ9 when the electron is at heme a and Ϸ11.2 after transfer of the electron to the binuclear site (ref. 31; see also ref. 30) . Ignoring possible differences between kinetic and thermodynamic pK a values and local electrostatic interactions, we combine this data to approximately illustrate the role of Glu-242 in preventing proton leakage (Fig. 4 b and c) . Fig. 4b shows the energy profile of the primary proton transfer to the PLS, assuming the above pK a values and pH 7 in the aqueous N-phase. Proton transfer to the PLS is followed by flip-down of the glutamate side chain and protonation via the D-pathway. The sequence is also associated with isoenergetic electron transfer from heme a to the binuclear site (8, 31) , which is omitted here for simplicity. These reactions will approach equilibrium in the steady state because the subsequent protonation of the binuclear site (Fig. 4c) is much slower (0.8 ms) (8, 31) than any reaction step in Fig. 4b . Under normal conditions, such reversibility is not detrimental for pump efficiency. However, protonation of the PLS by Glu-242 must be kinetically more facile than from the P-side of the membrane (see refs. 30 and 31).
After protonation of PLS, the chemical proton may also be delivered via Glu-242 (Fig. 1a) (4-6) . Here, the observed dynamic behavior of Glu-242 becomes critical for preventing Proton transfers involving Glu-242. (a) Thermodynamic cycle of Glu-242 shuttling between the up and down configurations. The down/up equilibrium constants given for GluH are Ϸ1 for the P M state and Ϸ20 for the P R state (see text). (b) Energy profile of the first proton transfer event from Glu up (pKa ϳ 13) to the proton-loading site (PLS) (pKa ϳ 9), followed by reprotonation from the N-side of the membrane (pH 7) via the D-pathway (pK a of Gludown ϳ 9); electron transfer from heme a to the binuclear site accompanies this sequence (data not shown). (c) Energy profile for the second proton transfer from Glu-242 (pK a ϳ 11.7) to the binuclear site (BNC) (pKa ϳ 13), and reprotonation via the D-pathway. The first proton is bound to the PLS (not indicated). Barrier heights are approximated from rates observed experimentally (8) or in the simulations, using transition-state theory. The activation barrier for protonation of Glu down Ϫ via the D-pathway was chosen arbitrarily for a rate of 50 ps.
backflux of the proton in the PLS. The pK a of the binuclear site has been estimated to be Ϸ13 after receiving the electron from heme a but is much lower before this event (31) . As shown in Fig.  4c , the GluH up 3 Glu up Ϫ transition, where the proton is transferred to the binuclear site (BNC), is followed by fast and exergonic down-flip of Glu Ϫ . This transition ensures that the proton in the PLS, which now has a pK a of Ϸ5 (31), will not be transferred back to Glu up Ϫ , which would compromise the pump. Both the high rate and the exergonicity of the down-flip are important. After reprotonation of Glu down Ϫ , the final step of the mechanism releases the proton in the PLS to the P-side of the membrane driven by uptake of the chemical proton (Fig. 1) , usually on the milliseconds time scale (8, 48) . This slow reaction creates a situation where prior steps (Fig. 4c) approach thermodynamic equilibrium in the steady state. As shown in Fig. 4c , the occupancy of the vulnerable Glu up Ϫ state is Ϸ10 Ϫ6 relative to the lowest-energy state before release of the PLS proton. To effectively prevent leakage, the rate of proton transfer from PLS to Glu up Ϫ must now be at least two orders of magnitude slower than release of the PLS proton to the P-side. This requirement is fulfilled because of the energetics of the side chain isomerization, because even if the time constant for the leak were in microseconds, the leak rate would be 10 6 times slower (seconds), mainly because of the exergonicity of the down-flip. In addition, the picosecond down-flip of the Glu anion ensures that the leak will also not occur before the system reaches the steady state.
Certain D-pathway mutants are unable to pump protons but have normal or enhanced turnover (49, 50) . This phenotype has been associated with an increased pK a of Glu-242 (42) . An alternative explanation would be lowering of the rate of proton conductance in the D-pathway (31, 32) . A raised kinetic barrier for the Glu down Ϫ to GluH down transition would increase the occupancy of the Glu up Ϫ state and may therefore enhance proton backflux. It is also worth noting that in the presence of an electrochemical proton gradient, the electrical membrane potential component will tend to oppose the down-flip of Glu up Ϫ . However, the down-flip occurs across a distance of Ϸ3 Å perpendicular to the membrane (Fig. 1b) . Assuming a membrane thickness of Ϸ30 Å, and a smooth electric potential profile across it, the gradient only translates to a 2-fold preference of Glu up Ϫ relative to Glu down Ϫ , which is by far outweighed by the equilibrium constant of Ն10 4 in the opposite direction (Fig. 4a) .
Our results suggest that Glu-242 shuttles between up and down conformations with rates compatible with CcO function (cf. ref. 9) . Proton transfer to the proton-loading or binuclear sites occurs under conditions where proton accessibility toward the N-side of the membrane is absent. Conversely, during proton transfer to Glu-242 via the D-pathway, the connection toward the P-side is broken. There is at no point in time continuous proton conductivity across the entire membrane. Such a property is of fundamental mechanistic importance for any pump. We find that the molecular basis for this function is the disruption of the connection toward the P-side by flipping the side chain of the anionic Glu-242 to the down position in a fast and thermodynamically favorable reaction. This property is at least partially governed by electrostatic repulsion between Glu up Ϫ and the heme propionates. Such a valve is of particular importance at the point in the reaction sequence when proton transfer to the binuclear site (Fig. 4c) lowers the pK a of the PLS (30, 31) , and assures that the proton is ejected to the P-side.
Interestingly, there are members of the heme-copper oxidase superfamily, and mutant enzymes, where a tyrosine occupies the position of Glu-242 in the structure, apparently with retained efficiency of proton translocation (51) (52) (53) (54) . The phenol ring of tyrosine is bulkier than the glutamic acid side chain, and these heme-copper oxidases might therefore lack the control valve suggested here. These enzymes might not sustain high-efficiency proton translocation in the presence of a sizable proton electrochemical gradient. However, this possibility is so far unexplored because proton-pumping assays are typically performed in the absence of a counterforce.
Conclusion
Our simulations have shown that water molecules in the activesite cavity (12) , and in the narrow space connecting Glu down to the D-pathway, profoundly affect both the equilibrium and dynamics of the Glu-242 valve. As CcO turns over, water is continuously produced at the active site so that the hydration state of the active enzyme is likely to be out of equilibrium. We find that the shuttling of Glu-242 between the two conformers is particularly facile in the fully hydrated state, allowing maintenance of fast turnover. In contrast, the relatively dry state inferred from the lack of water in the crystal structures would be more consistent with the ''slow'' enzyme, as isolated (55) . Water thus plays a central role in CcO function, not only as a product of the reaction and a mediator in proton transfer (56) , but also by affecting the conformational preferences of ionizable groups, in particular Glu-242.
By definition, active transport takes place against a thermodynamic gradient. Mitchell's original concept of CcO functioning as a proton-motive half-loop (57) meant that the charges of electrons derived from the P-side and protons from the N-side of the membrane are annihilated at the active site in the reduction of O 2 to water, thus creating a proton-motive force across the membrane. In such a case there is no immediate risk of leakage. But the function as a true proton pump (1) where protons are translocated across the entire membrane dielectric creates the problem of how leakage is avoided because there has to be proton access all through the membrane (32) . Moreover, the proton pump of CcO is known to be reversible at high proton-motive force (58) , which adds further constraints. Mitochondria produce ATP at a 170-mV proton-motive force (59) . Measurements of the ratio of ATP produced per O 2 consumed, together with the H ϩ /ATP stoichiometry of the ATP synthase, show that CcO functions at maximum efficiency in such conditions (60), which puts very high demands on the proton pump mechanism. We suggest that the valve function of Glu-242 described here is essential to the fulfillment of these demands.
Models and Methods
The coordinates of CcO subunit I and II from Bos taurus were taken from Protein Data Bank entry 1V54 (14) . Structures for MD simulations with both protonated and deprotonated Glu-242 were built in the MD package CHARMM (61), using the CHARMM27 force field (62) and our own density functional theory (DFT)-based parametrization set for the redox active metal centers (63) . The simulation setup was similar to that of ref. 12 . Initially, four modeled water molecules were added above Glu-242 (11). As described, in most simulations additional water molecules were added between Glu-242 and the D channel, consistent with the Rh. sphaeroides structure (18) . In all reported simulations, the system was in the P M state with CuA oxidized, with heme a reduced, with ferryl heme a 3, with CuB in its cupric state, and with Tyr-244 as a neutral tyrosyl radical. Alternatively, heme a was oxidized and the binuclear site in the P R state (see above). The energy difference between the two conformations of protonated Glu-242 was evaluated by counting the number of ''up'' (defined as d Ͻ 10 Å between Glu-242 and D-propionate of heme a 3) and ''down'' (defined as d Ͼ 10 Å) conformations sampled during 10-ns simulations of the P R and PM states. The simulations were performed by using the program NAMD (64) with a 1-fs integration step, the CHARMM 27 force field, and Langevin dynamics to control the temperature at 310 K. Typical simulation times were 1-10 ns after an initial minimization procedure. The trajectories were monitored by using the program VMD (65) . 
